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Abstract: A G-rich sequence found in the regulatory region of
the RANKL gene, which is associated with homeostasis of
bone metabolism, folds into a two-quartet basket-type G-
quadruplex stabilized by A·G·A and G·G·G base-triads.
Perusal of local structural features together with G/A-to-T
modifications uncovered the critical role of A5 for the
formation of a distinct antiparallel two-quartet topology and
not the three-quartet topology that would be expected based on
the sequence with four GGG-tracts alone. The structural
changes induced by the A5-to-T5 modification include a switch
in orientation and relative positions of G-strands that together
with anti to syn reorientation of G12 provide insights into the
complexity of the interactions that influence the folding of G-
rich DNA. Understanding the impact of loop residues on the
stability and formation of G-quadruplexes advances our
knowledge and ability to predict structures adopted by G-rich
sequences, which are involved in regulatory mechanisms in the
cell, and may also facilitate drug design.

G-rich DNA sequences have been shown to fold into four-
stranded G-quadruplex structures in vitro and in cells, which
points to their biological significance.[1] Sequences able to
form G-quadruplexes are predominantly localized in human
telomeres and regulatory regions of many (onco)genes, in
which they can modulate telomere maintenance, gene
expression, DNA replication, and other essential cellular
processes.[2] The structures of G-quadruplexes, apart from
various environmental conditions, such as cation concentra-
tion, pH, temperature, and molecular crowding, highly
depend on the particular G-rich sequence.[3] The most

characteristic structural element of G-quadruplexes is the
G-quartet, a planar alignment of four Hoogsteen-type hydro-
gen-bonded guanines. G-quartets demonstrate stacking of
guanine residues in several geometries that affect topological
properties, cation binding affinities, and stability of the overall
structure, and at the same time, pertain to the orientation of
the four G-rich strands constituting the G-quadruplex. How-
ever, the great structural polymorphism of G-quadruplexes
predominantly arises from the numerous combinations of
regions that connect the G-quartet-forming guanines and
comprise different types of loops, which can vary in length
and sequence.[1, 4] Minor modifications in loop sequences can
result in dramatic changes of structure,[5] which is not
surprising owing to the frequent involvement of loop residues
in interactions such as base-pairing and/or stacking.[6]

Approximately a decade ago, the first sequences consisting
of four tracts of three consecutive guanines were shown to
form two-quartet G-quadruplexes.[6b,c] The overall folding of
these structures is defined by the interactions of extra G-
quartet residues rather than by maximizing the number of G-
quartets.

A G-rich sequence has been located in the regulatory
region of the RANKL gene, whose excessive activity leads to
unbalanced bone remodeling and can influence the
incidence of osteoporosis.[7] The wild-type sequence,
d(G4AG3AGCG3AGAG3), consists of three G-tracts with
three successive guanine residues and one G-tract with four
guanine residues, which presumably causes the structural
polymorphism that prohibits structural studies of individual
G-quadruplexes (Supporting Information, Figure S1). Simple
G4-to-T4 modification results in a G-rich sequence with four
GGG-tracts, d(G3TAG3AGCG3AGAG3), hereafter desig-
nated as Ran4, which folds into a single G-quadruplex in
the presence of K+ ions. A high-resolution structure of Ran4
reveals the formation of a two-quartet G-quadruplex with
numerous base-pairing and stacking interactions involving
loop residues on both sides of the G-quartet core. Structural
changes induced by the modifications of the extra G-quartet
residues with thymine residues revealed that the two-quartet
antiparallel topology of Ran4 critically depends on the
interactions of a single-loop adenine. Modulation of the
specific loop interactions involving the adenine residue leads
to exciting structural changes including a two-to-three-
quartet structural switch.

A 1D 1H NMR spectrum of Ran4 recorded at 5 88C in the
presence of 70 mm KCl and 15 mm potassium phosphate
buffer (pH 7.0) shows six resolved signals between d = 11.5
and 12.0 ppm corresponding to eight imino proton resonances
consistent with the formation of a single two-quartet G-
quadruplex (Figure 1A). Additional resonances at d = 10.7,
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10.9, 11.3 and 12.9 ppm imply the involvement of respective
residues in hydrogen bonds thus defining extra G-quartet
structural elements. The latter four signals broaden to the
baseline upon increase of sampleQs temperature presumably
owing to accelerated exchange of imino protons with the
solvent, while the signals between d = 11.5 and 12.0 ppm
remain narrow even at 45 88C, which is in agreement with
a more robust structure of the G-quartet core (Figure S2). G-
quartets consist of residues G1·G13·G19·G7 and
G2·G6·G18·G14 with clockwise and anti-clockwise hydrogen
bond directionalities, respectively (Figure 1; for unambiguous
assignment of imino protons see Figure S3). The antiparallel
G-strands of Ran4 form wide, narrow, and two medium
grooves (Figures 1B) and are linked by one diagonal and two
lateral loops (Figure 2A). The first lateral loop progresses
anti-clockwise, while the progression of the second is clock-
wise, forming a (@ld + l) basket-type topology.[4] Intense
intraresidual NOE cross-peaks in the anomeric-aromatic
region of the NOESY spectrum and downfield chemical

shift of C8 carbon atoms at dC& 140 ppm indicate syn
glycosidic conformations for G1, G6, G13, and G18.

Several imino-aromatic NOE contacts between the loop
and G-quartet-forming residues corroborate formation of
A5·G3·A17 and G20·G8·G12 base-triads stacked on the G-
quartet core (Figures 1A and 2; for a detailed presentation of
NOE contacts and base-pairing arrangements see Figure S4).
Furthermore, formation of the A5·G3·A17 base-triad is
supported by the chemical shift of G3 H1 at d = 12.9 ppm
and the NOE contact between G3 H1 and A17 H2. On the
other hand, the NOE contact between G12 H8 and G8 H1
corroborates the relative orientations of these two residues
within the G20·G8·G12 base-triad. In addition to the residues
constituting base-triads, loop residues T4, A9, G10, and C11
are well defined and stacked either above A5·G3·A17 or
under G20·G8·G12 base-triads. On the other hand, residues
A15 and G16 are exposed to the solvent and represent the
most dynamic part of the molecule (Figure 2B; for NMR
restraints and structure statistics see Table S1; for an ensem-
ble of 10 lowest energy structures see Figure S5). A two-
quartet G-quadruplex core with two additionally stacked
layers of base-triads is in accord with the melting temperature
of Ran4, which is higher by approximately 10 88C than that of
a two-quartet G-quadruplex only, such as TBA[8] (Table 1,
Figure S6).

Intrigued by the structural details of Ran4, we individually
modified adenine and guanine residues from A5·G3·A17 and

Figure 1. A) The imino region of 1D 1H NMR spectrum of Ran4 at 5 88C
(top) and imino–aromatic and imino–imino regions of 2D NOESY
spectrum (mixing time of 300 ms). Cross-peaks labeled with green,
blue, red, and orange rectangles correspond to the A5·G3·A17 base-
triad, G2·G6·G18·G14 quartet, G1·G13·G19·G7 quartet, and
G20·G8·G12 base-triad, respectively. Cross-peaks labeled with cyan and
magenta rectangles correspond to NOE connections between base-
triads and G-quartets. B) Clockwise and anti-clockwise hydrogen bond
directionalities in G1·G13·G19·G7 (left) and G2·G6·G18·G14 (right)
quartets, respectively. Labels m, w, and n stand for medium, wide, and
narrow grooves, respectively.

Figure 2. A) Schematic of a two-quartet antiparallel basket-type top-
ology adopted by Ran4. Residues in syn and anti glycosidic conforma-
tions are represented with grey and white rectangles, respectively.
G1·G13·G19·G7 and G2·G6·G18·G14 quartets are highlighted in red
and blue, respectively. A5·G3·A17 and G20·G8·G12 base-triads are
presented in green and orange, respectively. T4 is shown in yellow,
while other loop residues are coloured grey. B) The lowest-energy
structure of Ran4 (PDB id 6GZN). Stacking interactions between
C) A5·G3·A17 base-triad (green) and G2·G6·G18·G14 quartet (blue)
and between D) G20·G8·G12 base-triad (orange) and G1·G13·G19·G7
quartet (red). Hydrogen bonds connecting base-triads are depicted
with black dashed lines.
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G20·G8·G12 base-triads to thymine residues to gain insights
into the specific roles these residues play in a formation of
a two-quartet G-quadruplex (Table 1). The results of an
attempt to obtain more quantitative insights into the inter-
actions of base-triads with G-quartets using a simplified two-
state approximation demonstrated a high level of enthalpy–
entropy compensation that does not follow G/A-to-T modi-
fications in a straightforward manner and/or suggests inter-
mediates in the folding process (see below).[9] However,
perusal of 1H NMR and CD spectra (Figure 3 and the
Supporting Information, Figures S7–S9) enabled us to cate-
gorize the effects of modifications of Ran4 G-quadruplex into
three groups.

The first group includes individual modifications of G3
and G12 that disrupt the respective base-triad, while keeping
the two-quartet G-quadruplex core intact. Inspired by these
observations, we also synthetized an oligonucleotide with

double G3-to-T3 and G12-to-T12 modifications that, inter-
estingly, still formed a stable two-quartet G-quadruplex
despite disruption of both base-triads. The second group of
modifications comprises G/A-to-T modifications of G8, A17,
and G20, which were found to preclude the formation of Ran4
G-quadruplex. The third group includes an A5-to-T5 modi-
fication, which results in a three-quartet (3 + 1) hybrid G-
quadruplex substantiated by 12 signals in the imino region of
the 1H NMR spectrum (Figure 3 A) and several imino–imino,
imino–aromatic and aromatic–aromatic NOE connectivities
(for a more in-depth discussion of the topology determina-
tion, see Figures S10–S13).

Comparison of the Ran4 and Ran4A5T topologies
discloses significant structural changes that arise upon A5-
to-T5 modification and lead from a two-quartet basket-type
G-quadruplex to a three-quartet (3 + 1) hybrid structure
(Figure 4). Antiparallel G-strands I and II connected with
a lateral loop in Ran4 are in Ran4A5T oriented parallel to
each other and are linked by a propeller-type loop. Further-
more, the diagonal middle loop that connects G-strands II
and III in Ran4 adopts a lateral-type topology in Ran4A5T.
Changes in the orientation of the first and second loop upon
A5-to-T5 modification are governed by the interactions
correlating loop residues that bridge G-strands I and II
(Figure S14). Formation of the first lateral loop in Ran4 G-
quadruplex depends on the interactions of loop adenine with
residues in A5·G3·A17 base-triad. Although the A5·G3 base-
pair formally extends one side of the G-quadruplex, guanine
residues from G-strand I of Ran4 can, owing to the involve-
ment of G3 in the interaction with A5, participate in the
formation of only two G-quartets. Upon A5-to-T5 modifica-

Table 1: Ran4 and modified sequences with their melting temperatures.

modification sequence[a] Tm [88C][b]

Ran4
1 5 10 15 20
GG GTA GG GAGCG GG AGA GG G 59.5

Ran4G3T GG TTA GG GAGCG GG AGA GG G 54.4
Ran4G12T GG GTA GG GAGCT GG AGA GG G 48.0

Ran4G3TG12T GG TTA GG GAGCT GG AGA GG G 50.0
Ran4A17T GG GTA GG GAGCG GG AGT GG G 58.5
Ran4G8T GG GTA GG TAGCG GG AGA GG G 50.5

Ran4G20T GG GTA GG GAGCG GG AGA GG T 50.7
Ran4A5T GG GTT GG GAGCG GG AGA GG G 60.2

[a] Guanine residues in bold correspond to G-quartet-forming residues in
Ran4, while residues in italic participate in base-triads. Modifications are
underlined. [b] Melting temperatures were determined in 70 mm KCl,
10 mm potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.0 at 295 nm.

Figure 3. A) Imino regions of 1D 1H NMR spectra of Ran4 and its
modified sequences. B) Comparison of CD spectra of Ran4 and
modified sequences from the first (left) and third group of modifica-
tions (right). NMR and CD spectra of the same oligonucleotide are
shown with matching colour.

Figure 4. Comparison of A) Ran4 and B) Ran4A5T G-quadruplex top-
ologies and schematic of orientations and syn/anti patterns along G-
strands and birds-eye view of C) Ran4 and D) Ran4A5T. Anti and syn
guanine residues are presented in (A) and (B) as white and grey
rectangles, respectively. Residues that form A5·G3·A17 base-triad in
Ran4 are coloured green, while residues from G20·G8·G12 base-triad
in Ran4 are shown in orange. Loop types are marked with L, D, and P
for lateral, diagonal, and propeller loop, respectively. G-strands in (C)
and (D) are marked with I, II, III, and IV. Syn and anti glycosidic
conformations are marked with s and a, respectively. Glycosidic
conformations of guanine residues that are involved in base-triads are
in italic.
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tion, no base-pair interactions are observed between G3 and
neighboring loop residues, allowing G3 to engage in a G-
quartet. Consequently, the shorter linker between G-strands I
and II in Ran4A5T composed of residues T4 and T5 leads to
an energetically preferable propeller loop. As a result, G-
strands I and II in Ran4A5T change their orientations and
relative positions with respect to the G-strands III and IV.
While G-strand II in Ran4 is closer to G-strand IV leading to
a diagonal middle loop, it is adjacent to G-strand III in
Ran4A5T resulting in a lateral middle loop. Moreover, G3
becomes part of the G3·G8·G12·G20 quartet, which together
with G1·G18·G14·G6 and G2·G7·G13·G19 quartets define
the three-layered G-quartet core of Ran4A5T. The loop
composed of residues A15–G16–A17 that connects G-strands
III and IV adopts a lateral-type orientation and spans
a narrow groove in both G-quadruplexes.

G-quartets in Ran4 G-quadruplex are characterized by
syn :syn :anti :anti and anti :syn :syn :anti arrangements of gly-
cosidic conformations. On the other hand, Ran4A5T exhibits
a syn :syn :anti:syn and two anti :anti :syn:anti arrangements of
glycosidic conformations within its G-quartets (Figure 4).
Interestingly, despite clear differences in the glycosidic bond
orientations within G-quartets, Ran4 and Ran4A5T share
a very similar syn/anti distribution of guanine conformations
along the G-strands (Figure 4C,D). Both structures exhibit
syn—anti–anti glycosidic conformations along G-stands I, II,
and IV. The only reorganization is observed along G-
strand III, in which a conformational flip of G12 results in
a change of anti–syn–anti glycosidic conformations in Ran4 to
syn–syn–anti in Ran4A5T. Perusal of high-resolution struc-
ture of Ran4 suggests that G12 could reorient easily to a syn
glycosidic conformation without inducing major structural
perturbations. Hypothetically, a simple anti–syn reorientation
of G12 would bring its imino and amino protons in close
proximity to G20 N7 and the carbonyl group. Such positioning
of G12 and G20 is indeed observed in the Ran4A5T G-
quadruplex, in which they form a N1-carbonyl, N7-amino
base-pair as part of a G3·G8·G12·G20 quartet.

Details of the two topologies that, in fact, exhibit similar
thermal stabilities (Table 1) are thought provoking. As G-
quadruplexes result from a kinetically driven assembly, it is
exciting to consider the roles of structural elements in the
stabilization of individual folds in relation to the crucial
interactions that may be at the cross-roads of assembly of four
G-strands into a well-defined structure. Folding of the
intramolecular G-quadruplexes leading to antiparallel and
(3 + 1) hybrid topologies may progress through various
intermediates such as hairpins and G-triplexes.[10] Structural
differences between G-quadruplexes adopted by Ran4 and
Ran4A5T inspired us to propose possible folding pathways
that start from similar hairpins comprising G-strands III and
IV and are followed by addition of G-strand II to form a G-
triplex (Figure S14). Involvement of A5 in the interactions
with G3 finally defines the relative positions of G-strands I
and II in Ran4 and Ran4A5T G-quadruplexes. Additionally,
a nearly identical distribution of syn/anti guanine residues
along G-strands in Ran4 and Ran4A5T suggests that their
folding routes diverge at the point where glycosidic con-
formations are already defined.[10b,e] Similar modification-

induced changes in folding pathways that start from
a common G-triplex intermediate were observed for a G-
quadruplex with C2’-fluorinated G-quartet-forming gua-
nine.[11]

In-depth knowledge of the effect of extra G-quartet
interactions on the G-quadruplex folding is of special
importance since our results, together with the recent
literature data,[12] imply that loop adenine residues may act
as a universal structural switch that narrows a broad range of
putative folds into an antiparallel conformation. Sequence-
dependent folding of constructs with AAA, TAA, TTA, and
TTT loops revealed that adenine residues in the loops favor
topologies with two pairs of antiparallel G-strands.[12a] Sub-
stitutions of adenine residues involved in the TTA loops of G-
quadruplexes adopted by telomeric repeats of mammals with
abasic sites lead to an increase in the number of G-strands in
parallel orientation.[12b,c] Interestingly, helicases such as
DHX36 exhibit conformation-specific binding with prefer-
ence for G-quadruplexes with parallel G-strands.[12a, 13] The
results of the present study suggest that adenine-driven
topological changes may considerably alter the molecular
basis of G-quadruplex recognition by helicases.[13]

Our structural study, to the best of our knowledge, is the
first to suggest that expression of the RANKL gene, which is
considerably upregulated in osteoporosis,[7] may be regulated
by putative folding of its G-rich region into G-quadruplexes.
Moreover, structural polymorphism of the wild type sequence
indicates that the formation of different G-quadruplexes in
the regulatory region of RANKL gene might act as a switch
that can influence binding of various protein partners and
consequently affect the incidence of bone-related diseases.
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